Sweet Candy Cane Card
Created by Krissi Hannahs - StampWithKrissi
https://www.facebook.com/StampinWithKrissi

Supply List
To shop for supplies, click here: https://s.tamp.in/PpQOii

Measurements
●
●
●
●
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●

Real Red CS- 5 ½ x 8 ½ in or 14.8 x 21 cm
DSP- 4 x 5 ¼ in or 10 x 14.3 cm
Pool Party CS- 2 ¾ x 2 ¾ in or 7.5 x 7.5 cm and 1 x 5 ¼ in or 2.5 x 14.3 cm
Garden Green CS- 1 ½ x 5 ¼ in or 3 x 14.3 cm
Red Glimmer Paper- 1 x 6 in or 2.5 x 15.2 cm
Candy Cane DSP- 12 x 12 in or 30.5 x 30.5 cm
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Instructions
1.

Adhere your large piece of DSP to your card base.

2.

Adhere your decorative circle punch (in pool party) to the DSP. Set aside.

3.

Take the whole piece of 12x12 DSP with the whole candy canes on them and cut with your scissors. If you do this
correctly, you can get 32 whole candy canes die cut from one piece of full DSP.

4.

Line up 2 candy canes and die cut.

5.

Use your bough punch to cut out the Garden Green using the large leaf and the small ones using the red glimmer
paper (I used 5 of each for this project).

6.

Assemble the green leaves and red glimmer paper to the candy canes using some Stampin’ Seal.

7.

Build from the back and front and move around until you are happy with the placement. Once happy, you may use

8.

Tear & Tape to help hold all in place, or just use Stampin’ dimensionals straight away. Adhere to the pool party
decorative circle.
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